


How can I be part of the Unfinished 
work of God in the world? 



FULL over EMPTY

Three choices:

MISSION over RETREAT

REAL over FAKE



“He is patient with you, not wanting 
anyone to perish, but everyone to come 
to repentance.”    2 Peter 2:9



“Being part of God’s mission in the world
does not mean the absence of fear, but 
simply we find something more 
important to us than fear.” Derick Prince





A person on mission with God recognizes
that simply being kind and a friend could
have an eternal impact in the life of another 
individual.



“People who are unkind and unfriendly 
reflect poorly on their faith and their 
creator. People deduct that either they are 
practicing their faith incorrectly or that their
faith is not conducive to relational 
kindness. Outsiders often conclude the 
latter.” -Dennis Prager



What I am not talking about :

not Flaky

- Fakey
- Flirty

or Forced



A person on mission with God recognizes
that simply being kind and a friend could
have an eternal impact in the life of another 
individual.







Jesus linked everyday human interaction 
with the mission of God in the world.

Do you?







Jesus linked everyday human interaction 
with the mission of God in the world.
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Once, on being asked by the Pharisees when the 
kingdom of God would come,

Jesus replied, “The coming of the kingdom of God 
is not something that can be observed, nor will 
people say, ‘Here it is,’ or ‘There it is,’ because the 
kingdom of God is in your midst.”   Luke 17: 20-21



Jesus connects before he 
corrects.

Do you?



Kind…  Friendly….  I’m out 



Kind…  Friendly….  I’m out 

I’m not a people person.

I’m not an extrovert.

I’m not interesting.



Kind…  Friendly….  I’m all in! 

I can make a choice.

I can be interested.

I can value mission over 
comfort and fear.





Think practical over personality

Motive – Motive – Motive!



Jesus recognizes that people 
come to faith in gradual stages.

Do you?



Hostile or indifferent

Curious 

Actively seeking 

Surrender 
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Jesus saw the world filled with
missional opportunities.

Do you?





? ?



A person on mission with God recognizes
that simply being kind and a friend could
have an eternal impact in the life of another 
individual.

Will you?


